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OVID-19 has exerted an unprecedented
impact on all aspects of our lives.
Musical activities at Vantage have also
been affected. The interaction between musicians
and writers has not been as straightforward as
it used to be. Fortunately, there are wonderful
people around who are willing to collaborate with
us to keep this magazine going.
In this issue, there are two featured
interviews. Vantage managed to arrange a faceto-face meeting with conductor Lio Kuok Man
despite his busy schedule. He shared with us his
passion about music and his experience thus far.
In fact, right after the day of the interview, he
conducted the 2020/21 Season Preview Concert
for the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
(HK Phil) at the Hong Kong Cultural Centre.
Interested readers may watch the recording
through the HK Phil website. On the other
hand, we also had an interview with William
Lane, violist and founder of the Hong Kong New
Music Ensemble. It was an opportunity to get to
know him more, and to learn about his music
endeavours and some of his plans for the future.
The pandemic situation is certainly causing
interruptions, but that will not stop all of our

musical activities and it may well be the catalyst
for turning these into another creative form!
There are also new writers who have
contributed articles to the magazine. Mezzosoprano Kate Lowe from the Royal Academy of
Music recounted her experience with art songs
and in particular, the German Lieder. Penny Tan
also reviewed a classic on folk music of Hungary.
With the concert series Viennese Legacy
behind us, the programme preview presents a
new concert series—A Splendid Wintry Carpet.
Supported by the Oleg Prokofiev Trust, it features
Russian works by Prokofiev, Medtner and many
more.
Finally, our young musicians are focusing on
their upcoming musical performances. In May,
they participated in the YMS Recital Platform as
preparation for their concert performance this
September and October. At the time of writing,
the second wave of the pandemic in Hong Kong
has eased and we hope the concerts will proceed
as planned so as not to disappoint our passionate
young musicians.
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Interview with Lio Kuok Man

Journeys of a Chopstick Guy
Vantage Music & Timothy Sun | Hong Kong | July 2020

CHOPSTICK DREAMS

M

acau was not a very musical

impetus to his musical career. “I had

recalled, there were scarcely

decent piano training in Macau, but I

any public concerts, and the only local

was woefully ignorant about everything

orchestra was the Macau Chamber

else. Before I came to Hong Kong, I didn’t

Orchestra. Predecessor to the Macau

even know how many piano concertos

Symphony Orchestra, the Macau Chamber

Chopin had written!” The Academy, with

Orchestra was a part-time community

its holistic music education program,

orchestra formed mainly by Portuguese

broadened Lio’s musical exposure and

musicians, and as such, they could only

allowed him to experience music in

hold one concert each month. Hoping

a whole new way. “During my seven

to introduce Lio to music, Lio’s mother,

years at the Academy, Professor Kwok

herself also an ardent music lover,

emphasized to me the importance of

brought the four-year-old Lio along to

sound quality over speed and virtuosity.

one of these concerts.

He taught me how to play well-rounded

entirely unrelated reason. “It was fun
because I seldom get to go out at night.”
As the concert started, Lio fidgeted
around in his seat while the orchestra was
warming up noisily on stage. However,
everyone immediately hushed when a

sounds that are pleasant to the ear, and
he always guided me and experimented
with me.” Professor Kwok’s approach to
music had a great impact on Lio, and it
would develop to become a distinguishing
feature of Lio’s conducting.
Studying at the Academy was not

serious-looking man came out on stage,

easy, especially for a Macau student in

who Lio later learnt was the Brazilian

the nineties. Lio recalled the hardship

conductor Veiga Jardim. Lio remembered

he faced transitioning from a junior

seeing the conductor look left and right

program to an undergraduate degree.

before raising his baton. Suddenly, as if

“The undergraduate programme required

by magic, the rich melody of Brahms’s

certain results in the Hong Kong

Symphony No. 2 filled the hall.

Certificate of Education Examination

The young Lio was awestruck. “I
knew Jardim was doing something with
his ‘chopstick’ which made the magic
happen, and I made up my mind to be
a conductor from that moment.” When
Lio announced his newfound ambition,
however, his mother was naturally not
convinced. Perceiving it as a general
interest in classical music, Lio’s mother
arranged for Lio to learn the piano.
GETTING SERIOUS
Being a pianist was not Lio’s initial
choice, but it gave him entry to the
professional music scene. In 1996, Lio
won first prize at a piano competition in
Macau, earning him a scholarship to study
piano under Professor Gabriel Kwok at the
4 Vantage | September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1

Lio credited the Academy as the

place in the nineties. As Lio

At first, Lio was excited for an

Looking back, the start of July offered a brief respite from the tempest caused by the second and third waves of the
coronavirus. Social distancing regulations were gradually loosening, and the streets were getting crowded. It is in this
context that we met Lio Kuok Man, freshly released from his quarantine, who kindly shared with us the highs and lows
he encountered whilst working towards his current success as a highly sought-after orchestra and opera conductor.

Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts.

(HKCEE). Since Macau did not have any

Score Studies
Every new piece starts with
the composer. Studying the
background and history
of the piece allowed Lio
to better understand the
composer’s intentions.
Sometimes, studying related
works from the composer
also helps. For example,
Lio used Rachmaninoff’s
cello sonata as a reference
for the composer’s second
symphony, drawing parallels
on the musical structure to
decipher the symbolism of
the piece.
***

Living Composers
Lio loves collaborating with
contemporary composers.
“Every composer has his own
musical language and things
he wants to express. The
score is only an imagination
of the sounds, and I try
hard to communicate the
composer’s intentions to the
audience. The good thing
about working with living
composers is that I can email
them and discuss the piece
with them—something I
cannot do with Beethoven!”
***

public exams, normally a graduation
certificate could be used as a substitute
to meet the requirements. However, since
I skipped a year in Macau, I did not even
have a graduation certificate from my
secondary school.” Notifying the Academy
of his unique situation, Lio was allowed to
continue his studies on the condition that
he passes the HKCEE with a B grade or
above in the five core subjects by the time
of his graduation.
Thus started Lio’s ambitious attempt
to take on the HKCEE whilst studying at
the Academy. It was immensely stressful
to prepare for both disciplines within
two years, but Lio was supported by his

Unexpected Moment
Lio remembered playing the
Yellow River Concerto in the
Macao International Music
Festival several years ago.
“It was an outdoor concert
underneath the Ruins of
Saint Paul’s. During the
second movement, a cat
suddenly appeared on stage.
It circled around the piano a
few times before lying down
next to me. Everyone saw
the cat, but I had to pretend
I hadn’t seen it and continue
with the performance.”
***
5

intense passion for music. “I could have stayed in Macau
for one year to get the graduation certificate, but I did
not want to waste my time. I was determined to make
it work.” To achieve the required results, Lio adopted a
rigorous daily schedule: after taking Academy courses in
the morning, Lio would study for HKCEE in the afternoon,
before going back to the Academy for a quick dinner and
overnight practice, sometimes even until 3 a.m.
DOUBLE DEGREE
Hard work paid off, and Lio graduated from the Academy
with first-class honors. Setting his sights overseas, Lio
pursued a master’s degree in piano at the Juilliard School
of Music before finally realizing his childhood dream at

Orchestral Cultures

the Curtis Institute of Music, majoring in conducting and
harpsichord performance.
Lio explained his interest in the period instrument.
“When I was at the Academy, the role of an accompanist
was not popular amongst piano majors, but I volunteered
to play orchestral reductions for soloists in auditions
so that I could learn how the different orchestral parts
interacted with each other.” To Lio, the harpsichord was a
logical extension to play on the keyboard and conduct at
the same time. “Baroque composers frequently conducted
their pieces while playing continuo on the harpsichord,
and this performance practice got me interested in the

TO BOSTON AND BEYOND
At Lio’s most desperate moment, he received help from an

instrument.”
By the time of his graduation in 2009, Lio had spent
so much time on the harpsichord that he already qualified
for a double major. “Originally, I had no plans for a double
degree, but the school counted my lesson hours and gave
me my second certificate.”
PREMATURE TERMINATION

unexpected party. Yip Wai Hong, music director of the Pan
Asia Symphony Orchestra in Hong Kong, called and asked if
Lio would be interested to conduct a concert or two during
the summer. “When I was young, I had played the piano
with the Orchestra before. Yip was the conductor at that
time, and when he learnt of my graduation from Curtis, he
immediately contacted me.” That same year, Lio was also

Unfortunately, the year 2009 was not a good time to be a

invited by Lo King Man, then-principal of the Academy, to

graduate. At a time where stock markets were plunging

conduct an opera in Hong Kong.

and companies worldwide were going bankrupt from the
financial crisis, the American classical music scene was not

These engagements provided the confidence boost

to study there. Combined with its

conductor. “For example, I once found an

convenient location and full sponsorship,

ambiguity in a part of the score, where

it was too good an opportunity for me to

the dynamics could be interpreted as

pass up on.” Lio auditioned successfully

forte or mezzo-forte. The musicians were

for NEC’s highly selective orchestral

very helpful and told me how previous

conducting program and, for the

conductors would tackle the piece whilst

following two years, he lived a double

reverting to me for the final decision.”

life as a student and part-time assistant

The musicians’ advice allowed Lio to

conductor, flying all over the world as was

make informed decisions whilst drawing

necessary.

on the expertise of legendary conductors,

A CONDUCTOR’S JOB
In 2014, Lio was appointed as assistant
conductor to the Philadelphia Orchestra—

that Lio needed, and it helped kick-start his career. Shortly

the first time an Asian has held the

afterwards, Lio got in touch with the Boston Symphony

position. We asked Lio how he felt about

Orchestra, who agreed to hire him as a part-time assistant

his identity as an Asian in the Western

had secured a conducting position at a small orchestra in a

conductor. “Essentially, I am an assistant conductor on call.

classical music scene.

town near Philadelphia.” Ever the hardworking conductor,

Whenever they needed me, they would call me, and I would

Lio had prepared the scores meticulously, even mailing the

fly over to them.”

faring any better.
Lio detailed his first engagement with an orchestra. “I

part scores to that orchestra in advance. One week before

The implication of a part-time job is that Lio

“I didn’t feel outlandish or
ostracized at all in the Philadelphia
Orchestra. A lot of the principals in the

his debut, however, Lio received grave news. “The orchestra

had plenty of time to himself. To further improve his

orchestra were Asians, so I didn’t have

called me and told me not to come. ‘There will be no more

conducting skills, Lio decided to enroll in the New England

much difficulty fitting in.” Lio found that

concerts,’ they said, ‘because we had gone bankrupt!’” And

Conservatory (NEC). “NEC is known for its extensive

most orchestral members, no matter their

so, Lio was out of a job before he had even started.

curriculum and excellent tutelage, so I had always wanted

age or ethnicity, were often nice to the

6 Vantage | September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1

After winning the third
Svetlanov International
Conducting Competition in
Paris, Lio has since moved to
France to, in his own words,
‘experience another culture
and enjoy exquisite cuisines’.
To Lio’s surprise, orchestras
operate differently across
the continent. “European
orchestras have much
more time for rehearsal. In
America, orchestras usually
only have three or less
rehearsals before a concert.
If you are a young conductor,
the rehearsal time may be
even less than your time
on stage! This forces the
conductor to be concise
during rehearsals.”
***

and he worked hard to maintain a
conducive environment for these musical
exchanges to happen.
“When I am conducting, my goal
is to bring together the best of every
musician, to get them to inspire each
other, not only between themselves, but
also with the conductor, being inspired
by the conductor and inspiring the
conductor in return.” Lio likened the role
of a conductor to that of the guest CEO
in a company. “Even though I have the
power to do anything I wanted, I cannot
ignore the history of the company and

Mottos
Lio still remembers what his
teacher said to him upon his
graduation from Curtis – ‘Do
your best. The audience
only remembers your worst
moment’. Lio explained, “you
should always do your best
in every performance. Don’t
do a sloppy job just because
you can get away with it. You
never know who is listening
to you downstage.”
***
7

change everything. Similarly, I respect the sounds and

It is not to say that online concerts do not have their

traditions of each orchestra, and my job as a conductor is

value. “The advancement of technology allowed us to

to understand the orchestra, and to find out what I can do

introduce classical music to more people, but it is similar

to help the orchestra develop.”

to the advent of compact discs. CDs were a good substitute

RESPONSE TO DISCRIMINATION
Things were not as smooth outside the orchestra, and Lio
recounted one such experience. “I once auditioned for an

to listening to music in concert halls, but it did not, and
could not, replace live performances.”
INSPIRATIONS AND ADVICES

orchestra where at the end of the interview, one of their

Lio shared with us some of his most memorable musical

selection committee members mentioned, off the record

moments. “When I was in Curtis, Simon Rattle once came

of course, that they were only looking for an American.”

for a masterclass.” While Lio learnt a lot of conducting

Lio dismissed such cases as common discrimination.
“If you think that others were discriminating against you,
it would only distract you from what you should really be
doing.” Instead of blaming it on the other party, Lio would
analyze the ‘why’ of the situation. “If they didn’t hire
me because I was not an American, I would go one level
deeper, and think about the underlying reason.” Rejecting
the superficial reason of his skin color, Lio sought to
understand the orchestra’s rationale. “Is it because the
job requires fluency in English? Or does the job require an
intimate understanding of the community?”
“Let’s say there was a Latino community in
the orchestra,” Lio hypothesized, “then it would be
reasonable for the committee to want to hire someone
who could speak Spanish. When I think about it that way,
I would treat it less as discrimination, but more as a job
requirement. I would ask myself whether I can satisfy
those requirements. If yes, great, but if not, then I would
just get over it.”
Lio summarized his response to discrimination.
“The most important thing in such a situation is to know
how you should respond to the event, how you accept the
outcome or prove that you are well-qualified.”
LESSONS FROM THE EPIDEMIC

techniques from Rattle that day, he was most impressed
when Rattle took up the baton and demonstrated. “When
he raised his hand, the orchestra suddenly sounded totally
different.” To this day, Lio is still unable to figure out what
Rattle had done to bring about the change. “What I know,
however, is that it wasn’t only his baton movements—even
if I copied his hand gestures or eye motions, I couldn’t
achieve the same effect.” Lio noted that Rattle’s music
came from his heart, and the feeling carried through to the
orchestra. “It was indeed an inspiring moment to be able
to stand so close to him, and feel the aura emanating from
this legendary figure.”
Music from the heart was a hallmark of distinguished
musicians. “I still remember Aaron Rosand, a violin
teacher at Curtis,” Lio reminisced. Rosand had had a major
illness and cancelled most of his concerts that year, but
he had still consented to play Brahms’s violin concerto at
the school’s concert. “When Rosand ended on a high note
in the cadenza, my classmates and I were so moved by his
playing that we were all wet with tears. It was not due to
the perfectness of pitch, but it was about music from the
soul. At that moment, it seemed like this would be the last
time I would hear him play.”
Lio cautioned against taking shortcuts in music.
“One thing I noticed about the current generation is

Given the epidemic, one common challenge which

that they are too direct. They know what they want, so

all musicians had struggled with was the lack of live

they look to the successful and try to imitate them.” Lio

performances. Since January, the imposition of stringent

stressed that art cannot arise from mere copying. “If you

crowd control measures meant that concert houses

want to play a piece, you can of course start learning by

worldwide were forced to close. Some orchestras

imitating. However, copying can only get you that far.

turned to online concerts, but to Lio, concert halls

Eventually, you will have to find your own way, and you

were irreplaceable. “To me, the audience is part of the

will need to invest in yourself. You may go down the

performance. Each breath of the audience, their silence (or

wrong path, you may feel depressed and defeated, but

lack thereof) between the movements, and their claps and

that’s when you stand back up, reflect on your failures, and

responses, all contribute to the magical atmosphere of the

ultimately become a better musician.” ¢

performance.”

Interviewed by Vantage Music,
written by Chester Leung
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Concerts You Have Missed

2

1

Cong Quartet: (from left to right) Chow Yip Wai, violin; Chik Yiu Ting, Francis, violin;
Cheng Yan Ho, cello; Caleb Wong, viola

1. Conductor of the concert, Lio Kuok Man.
2. Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra and conductor Lio Kuok Man
together with the soloists.
3. Pianist Colleen Lee.
4. Pianist Rachel Cheung.
5. Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra Concertmaster Jing Wang.

Photo credit: Tom Lee Music.

Photos credit: Ka Lam / HK Phil

Cong Quartet
12 August 2020
Tom Lee Studio, Tom Lee Music
Broadcast date: 18 September 7pm on
Tom Lee Music YouTube channel

HK Phil 2020/21 Season Preview Concert
4 July 2020 | 8pm
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre

3

C

ong Quartet presented an energetic and diversified programme
appealing to all generations. Pieces performed included music
from the classical era to the 20th century period, a re-arranged
Chinese folk tune and a theme song from a popular Japanese animation.
In particular, the quartet repertoire of Haydn, Schubert and Dvořák
achieved a very interesting balance against the contemporary music of
Philip Glass. This clearly demonstrates the multifaceted nature of this
Quartet which offers a great freshness to the audience.

I

t was one of the few concerts that took place during
the first two weeks of July in Hong Kong where
musical events resumed but then were brought
to a halt right afterwards due to the second wave of
COVID-19 infections locally.

4

In the HK Phil 2020/21 Season Preview Concert,
the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra showcased
orchestral masterpieces by Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann,
Ravel and Stravinsky under the baton of conductor Lio
Kuok Man with pianists Colleen Lee, Rachel Cheung and
violinist Jing Wang as soloists.

There was a well-presented interlude (in Cantonese) complimenting
the programme and the audience looked forward to the pieces that
followed with anticipation.
The Quartet will be on a European tour in the upcoming season. We
look forward to the opportunity of hearing more interesting programme
from the music group in the future. ¢
Kelly Kim
10 Vantage | September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1

5

Audience who missed the live streaming broadcast
could watch the live recording again. Please refer to the
HK Phil’s website, YouTube channel and Facebook for
more details. ¢
Kelly Kim
September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1 | Vantage 11

Interview with

During my times of study in Italy, I regularly travelled
across to Paris to study with Garth Knox, one of my musical

William Lane

icons and probably the world’s foremost contemporary
music specialist on the viola. For repertoire like Berio,
Sciarrino, Scelsi and Grisey, there was literally no one else
who could teach it and perform it like him!

Vantage Music | Hong Kong | July 2020

What was your experience training/ studying at the
International Ensemble Modern Academy in Germany?
The IEMA in Frankfurt is an intensive and super small
contemporary chamber music course, under the supervision
of Ensemble Modern musicians. At the same time I was
working freelance with Ensemble Modern, probably
Germany’s best new music group, and this was a perfect

Unsuk Chin Portrait Concert, Shanghai New
Music Week 2018 (He Luting Concert Hall,
Shanghai Conservatory of Music)

combination.
You were a prizewinner of the Valentino Bucchi Competition
in Rome in 2005 – Can you tell us something about this
competition, e.g. what did you go through, what pieces did you
play, and what prize you received?
Honestly, I just remember meeting new friends and eating
good Italian food in Rome! But I did happen to win the 3rd
Prize and the Spada Special Prize for interpretation. This is
one of the only prizes in Italy dedicated to contemporary
music interpretation.
Could you please tell us more about Ensemble Resonanz and
Ensemble Modern? E.g. when they were formed, who are the
members, what had been achieved and any future plans to
share with us?
Photo credit: HKNME.

Ensemble Modern is one of the most established new
music groups in Germany. Ensemble Resonanz is a string
group specialising in both early music and contemporary

Recently, Vantage Music was fortunate to be able to have an interview with William Lane, Founder and Artistic Director
of the Hong Kong New Music Ensemble to know something more about him and his latest endeavours.
There are a number of teachers mentioned in your biography:

the great Czech violinist who authored important (and

Jan Sedivka, Bruno Giuranna and Garth Knox. Could you please

sometimes detested!) violin studies. He was also an amazing

tell us more about how you came to study with these teachers?

commissioner of new compositions, so he encouraged me

What are the things they taught you that still stay with you

to pursue this path as well.

today? What were their teaching like?

In 2004 I moved to Italy to study for two years with

music. HKNME has brought Ensemble Resonanz to Hong
Kong twice now! The first time they came, they taught at
the Modern Academy (the educational arm the HKNME
used to run), and upcoming we will have a big international
coproduction with them, which will be presented in Hong
Kong and Germany in 2021-22.

HKNME’s website mentioned Opera Collaborations – would you
like to share with us what those are about?
The Hong Kong New Music Ensemble has been involved in
many contemporary operas over the past years. We toured
in New York City and San Francisco last December for the
last one that we were involved in called “Mila”. We were
involved in the opera from almost the very beginning of its
creation. Commissioned by Asia Society Hong Kong Center,
the opera sheds light on Hong Kong’s pressure-cooker
social environment, examining the territory’s tensions in
a 70-minute intersection of home life and the workplace.
Sung in Cantonese, English, and Tagalog, “Mila” explores the
challenges and relationships within a Hong Kong family: an
American husband, his Hong Kong wife and their son, and
their domestic helper Mila from the Philippines.
It seems that the Modern Academy is focusing on education
outreach and research projects? What are these projects?
The Modern Academy ran from 2014 to 2018, bringing
together young musicians and composers from the region,
and working together with esteemed international artists.
How did new music inspire you to do what you are doing?
New music is both my muse and worst enemy. But I do
love interacting with living composers and this gives me
inspiration to continue to make music.
COVID-19 has affected music/concert performance but has that
somehow altered the way you will do these in the future?
Indeed, COVID-19 has affected everything in the Hong Kong
New Music Ensemble’s short-term planning. In 2019, 80%
of the HKNME’s productions focused on international and
domestic touring (to Taiwan, Korea, Macau, USA, Thailand
and Mainland China). Earlier this year we had to cancel or
postpone concert appearances in New York City and Taipei
because of COVID. So for our 2020-21 season we need to refocus and “localise” our output. Since several of our members
live overseas and a lot of guest international artists cannot
reach us, we have had to adjust our musician line-ups and

You’ve been based in HK since 2008, how did you make that

programmes. Moving forward, we are focusing on recording

decision?

projects, online engagement initiatives and our local concert
series.

I studied with Jan Sedivka (1917-2009), who was regarded

Bruno Giuranna. I initially came to know him through his

There wasn’t a new music ensemble here, so I formed one.

as one of Australia’s foremost string pedagogues, at the

recordings and adored his sound. His pedagogical approach

I loved the city and its fervent and non-stop energy. I also

What are the future projects in mind, just generally speaking, if

Tasmanian Conservatorium of Music in Australia from

was at times the polar opposite to that of Sedivka. We never

felt that there was a good potential audience here for

any?

2001 to 2004. Sedivka was endlessly curious, and great at

had one-to-one lessons, but always in a group class setting.

experimental music, after a regional tour to southern China

stimulating students’ interests on a personal level. He taught

Books of his fingerings of the repertoire were always at hand

just before the 2008 Olympics. I was looking for a place with

me countless ways of playing a single phrase, combined

in the classroom. Many of his editions I continue to use and

government support of the arts, and with an open-minded

with rigorous exercises to complement left hand technique.

pass on to my students today.

and curious audience base.

He did, after all, study with Otakar Ševčík (1852 –1934),
12 Vantage | September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1

So many! I’m particularly excited about “Caravanserais”, our
practice-based research platform 2019-2021. A meeting
place for exchange of cultures and interaction among
artistic disciplines, this initiative is about engaging musicians
September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1 | Vantage 13

and artists from various geographical locations and media,

Is there a particular role model for you? If so, who is he/she? Is it

Given your experience in your career thus far, if you have

and will establish a practical methodology to mediate

an individual or a group? Or how about someone who had the

something you would like to tell the students, what would that

between musical practice and aesthetic reflection. Starting

greatest influence on you?

be?

in 2019, a team of composers, musicians, artists, scholars and
curators have been convening in Hong Kong to collaborate,
experiment, research and observe—by organising practical

Some I have met, some I meet in books, and many are in my

“He who does not penetrate to the interior, to the heart of

family.

sound, even though a perfect craftsman, a great technician,

What is the most embarrassing moment for you? The most

developing creative outputs that explore the meaning of

bizarre thing live on stage? How did you react?

artistic productions in our time.
We also have a Beethoven 2020 tribute in collaboration
with Goethe Institut Hong Kong—soon to be announced!
Say if we do have a next life after the present one, would you
choose to do what you’re doing again?

Photo credit: Moon 9 Image.

workshops, seminars and conferences—with the aim of

Certainly, everyone can have down days in performance/

orchestra concert in Tasmania, I left my glasses at home, so

practice—I would say even more so for musicians as the career

I had to sit at the back of the section by myself squinting at

nature is very emotional—how did you get over that? Any

the notes. There have been other embarrassing moments,

advice for students?

Do you listen to music recordings and/or go to concerts?
I always listen to music. I’ve been enjoying particularly a lot

Early Childhood – why did you pick your instrument, and could

of COVID livestreams online. I do enjoy live music too, but

you describe what was the experience like?

Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988)

Many embarrassing moments! Before my first youth

but usually I try to forget them and move on!

Perhaps I’d be a farmer, just like my ancestors in Tasmania.

will never be a true artist, a true musician.”

I’m very selective about what I go to. I am well-known for

My advice is that sometimes we must overcome lethargy
with effort; at other times we must accept that it’s best
to leave it be. Don’t let the choice drive you nuts, just use
good judgement and deal with it the best you can. We’re all
human.

I asked to play the violin when I was seven. At fourteen I

walking out of concerts after I’ve heard the piece I came for

What is your impression on the current generation of music

changed to the viola after hearing my new teacher Rodney

(rather than staying for an umpteenth performance of this-

students, e.g. their attitudes, styles etc? Anything they are

McDonald, a professional violist in our local orchestra, play it

and-that over-performed Romantic symphony).

lacking and that you’d like them to improve/ focus on?

for me. I was immediately enamored by its dark sonority.

Did you get inspired from interacting with the young students/

Were you good at other academic subjects at school?

musicians?

I guess so. I particularly loved Geography, History and

Absolutely! I currently have students from five years old to

Literature.

university age. I have to say that as a new father myself, I’m

What was the style of discipline that you received from your

can make us become better people equipped for a range of

enjoying teaching my younger students more and more. It’s

challenges in life.

so hard to engage their interest to instill in them a lifelong

parents and teachers in terms of praise and punishment on
music learning/ practice as a child?
I was always encouraged, never pressured.

In your opinion, what is your most favourite piece and the most

love of music, and I’m enjoying that challenge.

Listen, read and watch as much as you can, plus:
“Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and
try to love the questions themselves. Do not now seek the
answers, which cannot be given you because you would not
be able to live them. And the point is to live everything. Live
the questions.”
Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) ¢

challenging piece? Why?
I have a different favourite piece every single day! In terms

How did you come about setting music as your career and what

of the most challenging piece I’ve ever played, it would have

(or who) gave you the motivation for that?

to be Portuguese composer Emanuel Nunes’ Improvisation

I wanted to be a professional musician ever since I was seven

2-Portrait, for solo viola. Every single string of the viola is

years old.

notated so precisely, and it is a real workout for the entire

HKNME Season Closing Concert 2018
(HKAPA Amphitheatre).
Photo credit: Moon 9 Image.

body. Just like Berio’s Sequenza VI, you should visit the gym
Being a performing artist, practice is a big part which comes

before attempting it!

with great sacrifices. We know of many musicians who receded
to more or less full-time teachers, or who changed careers

Can you recall your very first serious public performance—what

altogether. What keeps you from doing this? What do you find

was it like?

most challenging as a violist and artistic director?
As well as being a performing artist, I am also a teacher, arts
administrator and business owner. During this COVID-19

I was scared shitless. Hopefully it wasn’t recorded!
Which composer / era/ genres of music do you like the most?

lockdown period I’m actually very busy with my two

Again, it changes day-by-day. At the moment I’m listening

businesses in Happy Valley: Ekologic, an eco lifestyle/ zero

to Cuban jazz. I spent a week walking almost 100km around

waste store; and Happy Music Academy, a music tuition

the streets of Havana several years ago. During this time

centre. I sincerely believe that musicians in the 21st century

of restricted global mobility, we must travel in our minds

need to be multi-faceted, and hopefully these different hats

through our playlists!
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SONGS FOR OUR TIME:

AN EXPLORATION OF ART SONG CYCLES
AND GERMAN LIEDER
Kate Lowe | London| July 2020

L

ife is a cycle–very much like the Art Song
Cycles written by some of the greatest
composers of classical music. It is our own
daily cycles that have been disrupted over the
last few months by the current crisis. Our regular
routines, work patterns, circadian rhythms, as well
as social lives, have been turned upside down, and
we have all been affected in different ways. Concert
halls, theatres, opera houses and other music
venues around the world have fallen silent, with
live-streams of past performances becoming the
new norm.
It is during these uncertain times that I have
found Art Song to be more relatable now than
ever, and it is the soothing, reflective, and relatable
features of the Art Song genre–with a particular
focus on German Lieder–which makes it the perfect
balm for the mind and soul.
To clarify some terms, an Art Song can be
defined as a solo piece for piano and voice, and
an Art Song Cycle as a collection of songs which
are intended to be performed as a unit, often
with a common theme. A Lied (plural: Lieder)
simply means ‘a song’ or ‘a poem set to music’
in German, and was first recorded as a genre as
early as the fourteenth century. Lieder were set to
poems which were already in existence, and the
genre was gradually redefined to mean poems
set to music specifically in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries–and it is these Lieder which
form an essential part of any singer’s conservatoire
education today. My tuition in German Lieder at the
Academy from Richard Stokes has proved the allure
of the genre to be infectious–and I have caught the
bug.
Only a few weeks ago, an extremely moving
lunchtime recital by soprano Lucy Crowe, and
pianist Anna Tilbrook was broadcast on YouTube
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live from Wigmore Hall. Together they performed
a range of Lieder, English Folk Song and Russian
Song (amongst other pieces), with only a BBC
radio presenter and a technician in the auditorium.
The varied selection of pieces worked together
perfectly, and the emphasis on Lieder was not
to be overlooked. The journey from the luscious,
sweeping Romantic melodies of Schumann, to the
more mysterious and experimental Sieben frühe
Lieder of Berg (1905-1908) was a treat for the
virtual audience, giving them a true representation
of the enormous range of German Song that exists.
Although many might think of the Lieder genre
as passé and of its time, this concert reminded its
audience that Lieder are as relevant today as ever, as
I have had the joy of discovering myself during my
time at conservatoire.

Frauenliebe und Leben
As a mezzo-soprano, a good place to start with
Lieder is with one of the greatest representations
in song of the traditional (albeit slightly oldfashioned) key events in a woman’s life: the wellknown cycle, Frauenliebe und Leben (A Woman’s
Love and Life), set to the poetry of Adelbert von
Chamisso (1781-1838). Three Art Song Cycles have
been created using this collection of poems, one
by Carl Loewe (1836), another by Franz Lachner
(1839), and a third by Robert Schumann (1840).
However, the latter is by far the best-known and
most regularly performed Cycle. From first laying
eyes on her future husband, through her reflections
on motherhood, to the death of her partner, and her
life afterwards, this collection of poetry beautifully
encapsulates the myriad emotions and thoughts of
a woman as she matures and changes. Furthermore,
this awareness of the female mind by Chamisso
comes from a genuine place, as he was a strong
advocate of women’s rights. In addition, at the time

of writing the Frauenliebe, Chamisso had recently
married a woman much younger than himself,
which may have given him a fresh insight into the
female psyche.
The Loewe setting is seen as more complete
than Schumann’s, as he set the final poem of the
collection which Schumann did not, but both are
of a high standard. Both Schumann’s and Loewe’s
Er der Herrlichste von allen (He, the noblest of all)
sustain a proud, martial rhythm and character,
and both express the longing and desire of the
woman through the use of accidentals in their
middle sections. However, Loewe’s setting of An
meinem Herzen, an meiner Brust (On my heart, at my
breast), where it is clear that the woman is nursing
and cradling her newborn baby, is a soothing
and melodious lullaby–a much more musicallyappropriate interpretation than Schumann’s fastpaced, almost jig-like version. But Schumann seems
to be creating a new sub-genre of Lieder altogether
in his version of the cycle, with the piano taking a
much more prominent role in the accompaniment
and in the lengthy postludes and preludes to each
song. He also fulfils the very nature of a Song
Cycle by beginning and ending the Cycle with an
identical refrain. Although it would seem that the
Loewe setting is more successful in interpretation,
Schumann furthers the Lieder genre. Each composer
is therefore to be praised in their own right.
The setting of the cycle of poems by
Frans Lachner is perhaps the least performed.
Lachner may not be as recognised as some of his
contemporaries, but the German composer and
conductor nevertheless produced several operas,
symphonies and string quartets during his lifetime,
as well as a setting of Frauenliebe. This setting
however is set for soprano, horn (or cello) and piano,
and so has a different, more orchestral quality.

Somehow, it is apparent how this version does not
quite encapsulate the tenderness and intimacy
needed and it is very much down to the larger-scale
accompaniment.

Gedichte der Königin Maria Stuart Op.135
A second Song Cycle for mezzo-soprano which
deserves great praise is one which is, surprisingly,
based on British history. These are the Gedichte der
Königin Maria Stuart Op.135 (Poems of Mary Queen
of Scots) composed in 1852, and were the last
songs Schumann wrote. Detailing the life of Mary
between 1542 and 1568, these songs are set to five
poems which are said to have been written by Mary
herself.
Mary’s life was turbulent to say the least,
as she went from the title of Queen to a life in
various prisons, on trial for being complicit in the
murder of her husband. Furthermore, she gave
birth to a baby boy who was hastily taken from
her as it was assumed the baby was conceived by
a man other than Mary’s husband. Mary’s turmoil
and desperation during this period is perfectly
captured in this Song Cycle, the first of which,
Abschied von Frankreich (Farewell to France), is based
on Mary’s own words of ‘Adieu, France’ and sets
the melancholic tone of the Cycle which is almost
wholly in the suitably sombre key of E minor. In
addition, this song has the only melody which
is based completely on the natural inflections of
speech, creating a naturalistic and honest tone.
We see another side to Mary in An die
Königin Elisabeth (To Queen Elizabeth), the third
song in the Cycle, and the only one not to be set in
E minor. It has been suggested that this key change
is there perhaps to evoke Mary’s courageous spirit
when addressing Queen Elizabeth as she tries to
fight her fate. It has also been suggested that the
many rests in this song replicate Mary’s letterwriting process, with each rest representing a dip of
her pen into the inkwell.

But it is the final two songs of this Cycle
which are the most devastating: Abschied von der
Welt (Farewell to the World) and Gebet (Prayer).
In the former–the second farewell song of the
Cycle–Mary is certain that she will die, and the
great sadness of this is beautifully, but painfully,
conveyed. The modulation in the phrase ‘Ihr Freunde,
die ihr mein gedenkt in Liebe’ (O friends, who will
remember me with love) heightens this sadness, as
she thinks of the few friends she will leave behind.
Gebet (Prayer) takes the sadness and despair to
another level, as each phrase begins on a higher
pitch, thus gradually building up the tension to an
unbearable level. Despite her terror, it has been
recorded that Mary faced her death bravely and it is
this fighting spirit underlying the Song Cycle which
makes it so electric.

The Lieder of Clara Schumann
Finally, it is essential to discuss a Lieder composer
who is, at last, starting to receive the merit she
deserves: the wonderful Clara Schumann. Last
year (2019) marked the 200th anniversary of her
birth, and this has been a welcome catalyst for an
explosion of performances of her music. Too often
reduced to simply the ‘wife of Robert Schumann’,
Clara was a successful Lieder composer in her own
right, and she could also be viewed as co-composer
of Robert’s works since she edited his pieces. Despite
encouragement from both Robert and her father
to compose, Clara was nevertheless fighting for
recognition in a male-dominated society, and it is
for this reason alone that her work was overlooked.
Clara was not a Song Cycle writer as such, but the
separate piano works and Lieder she did compose
are masterpieces.
It is estimated that Clara performed around
1500 recitals in her lifetime, all whilst bringing up
a family. Many of her songs were gifts to Robert
after their marriage in 1840–and what gifts they
were! Er ist gekommen in Sturm und Regen (He
came in storm and rain) Op. 12 No.1 is a fiery, racing

piece, hinting at Clara’s desire to be whisked away
from her overbearing father by husband, Robert.
Warum willst du and’re fragen (Why enquire of
others?) Op.12 No.3 and Liebst du um Schönheit (If
you love for beauty) Op.12. No.2, two fairly short
but memorable songs, are more reflective, but have
been said to be just as masterful as other settings.
The highly emotional and declamatory Mein Stern
(My Star) of 1846 is particularly moving, given that
Clara composed the song the year before Robert
went into the mental asylum where he would
remain for the rest of his life.
One of Clara’s greatest songs is perhaps her
setting of Heine’s Lorelei, a tale of the spirit named
Lorelei, who lures men to their deaths with her
haunting singing. There are a total of thirty-seven
musical settings of the poem, but Clara makes it
her own. She uses the first and last verses to frame
the song, and the tone here is very questioning:
she creates further mystery about the character
of Lorelei through this technique. Although Clara’s
interpretation of the poem has reportedly been
criticised for inaccuracy particularly of the last verse
where the musical tone is not one of despair or
sadness, but carries on in a spirited manner right to
the very end when Lorelei has done her damage,
her setting nevertheless brings storytelling to the
fore, and evokes the idea of the supernatural.

Final notes
Although I have only scratched the surface of
the Lieder genre, and touched on just a few of
the many masterful Art Song Cycles that are in
existence, I very much hope that this analysis will
be an invitation to explore some of these beautiful
musical vignettes. Lieder are about much more
than the stock themes of nature, the wanderer and
love–under which they are often classified; they
reflect the cycle of life. And if these songs can help
us to return to some kind of normality, then let
them play on. ¢

K

ate is currently in her final year of a two-year Masters in Vocal Performance at the Royal Academy of
Music in London, under the tutelage of Catherine Wyn-Rogers, Chad Vindin and Richard Stokes. She
specialises in German Lieder, Opera, French Song and Oratorio, but has also been commended in competitions
for English Song at the Academy. Previously, Kate studied a BA in Education with English Literature at
Cambridge University, and she enjoys a busy online English tutoring schedule alongside her vocal studies course.
Please refer to Kate’s website for more information: https://katelowemezzo.wordpress.com/.
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R evisiting the
F olk M usic of H ungary
by Z oltán K odály
Penny Tan | Hong Kong | July 2020
Introduction
Hungarian folk music has been widely associated with gypsy
music, and thus we know very little of its true origins. In the
preface to Zoltán Kodály’s concise volume Folk Music of Hungary
(published in 1960), the author readily asserts that the music
performed by gypsy bands or heard in their arrangements was
the source of the confusion with genuine Hungarian music.
Brahms and Liszt, in their respective works, Hungarian Dances
and Hungarian Rhapsodies, had also been led to mistake gypsy
tunes for Hungarian folk melodies. However, it is understandably
difficult to distinguish authentic Hungarian folk music from its
many adaptations because it has received many influences and
undergone developments of its own. Kodály supplies the reader
with a detailed analysis of Hungarian music, tracing its history
from the origins of the primitive folk song to its evolution into the
new folk song, with explanations of the types of influences that
have assimilated into Hungarian music.

The author
Kodály was a prominent figure in Hungarian music who had a
great interest in the folk songs of his native country, Hungary,
and collected them for publication with his close friend Béla
Bartók. In 1906, Kodály wrote a thesis on Hungarian folk song
titled Strophic Construction in Hungarian Folk Song after having
visited remote villages in 1905 to collect folk songs by recording
them using phonograph cylinders. As Hungarian folk music
was often overshadowed by the more popular European music
tradition, Kodály wanted to bring folk music into the limelight by
incorporating folk melodies in some of his compositions.

Early collections of folk music
It was extremely difficult to trace the history of traditional
Hungarian folk music as it had accompanied the life of the
population for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. There had
been little documentation of the music of the peasantry as
most Hungarians were musically illiterate and songs had been
passed from mouth to mouth. The very first folk song collections
contained a mixture of the poetry of oral tradition and popular
pieces by known writers, and a variety of music styles, such as old
20 Vantage | September 2020 | Vol. 6 No. 1

folk tunes, hymns, new art songs, and individual compositions,
were recorded together without differentiation. There also
seemed to be a barrier between the educated classes and the

peoples. The music of the Mari and the
Chuvash peoples, who lived in the Volga
region, showed elements that were common
among the three groups. The use of the
pentatonic system, which developed among
Africans, Native Americans, Celts and the
Chinese, was characteristic of Hungarian
music, though some variations exist due to
European influence. Traces of the heptatonic
scales were detected in tunes where some
individual notes of a tune may be sung a
semitone higher or lower, but the melodic
contour would remain clearly pentatonic. In
Mari music, however, the pentatonic is the only
tonal system used.

peasants, which rendered song-collecting a fruitless task. Where

Another significant feature that

songs were recorded, texts were often noted down without the

correlates with the pentatonic scale is the

melodies, although collectors were aware that the two were

repetition of the first half of a tune a fifth

inseparable components of folk song. It was not until 1924

lower, called the fifth construction. This can

that a more systematic collection was assembled in the form of

be expressed as A5A5AA or A5B5AB (if the

Bartók’s publication Hungarian Folk Music, with some 300 tunes.

second part of the first phrase is different).

Ten years later, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences brought

In the second half of the tune, there may be

together a complete compilation of folk tunes, which consists

extraneous notes that are not exact fifths of

of four volumes: Gyermekjátékok (Children’s Games), 1951; Jeles

their corresponding notes in the first half

napok (Feast Days), 1952; Lakodalom (Wedding Songs), 1955; and

because a new pentatonic scheme has been

Párosítók (Pairing Songs), 1959. The whole publication was given

introduced. This occurs when the tonic note

the name Corpus Musicae Popularis Hungaricae.

is used in the first phrase of the tune. Instead,

Folk tradition
The folk tradition was represented by the masses, whose songs
and poetry had been disregarded in favour of those of the
middle classes. After the Turkish wars, there was a need for the
Hungarians to rediscover their cultural identity, in which folk
music and folk poetry played an important role. The folk tradition
was constituted by a whole range of songs that belonged to
different groups among the peasants, stratified by age, sex, social
conditions, education level, religion and district. For instance,
young people had their own songs that the older generation did
not know, and similarly the old sang tunes that the young did not.
Certain types of songs, such as those for mourning, called dirges,
were sung by women only. Men had a smaller song repertory,
though old men in Transylvania knew more songs and sang
more. Children also had songs of their own, such as those that
accompanied the games they played, which tended to be more
rhythmic and derived from adult songs. The wealthy and the poor
also distinguished themselves in their songs and would each have
their own judgements about these songs.

Connections between neighbouring peoples
It can be seen that the development of Hungarian music was
closely related to the language and the people, and similar
characteristics could be found in the music of neighbouring

often the lower note next to the note that
would be the exact fifth would be adopted.
There is a related type of fifth construction of a
smaller scale in Mari songs, of only eight bars
in length and spanning one octave. Its form is
A BAB, where the melody of the second line
5

drops to the pitch of the final line.
In terms of verse-form, mediaeval hymn
poetry and the Western AABAAB form have
been assimilated into Hungarian tunes. The
Western form may have an Eastern parallel
found in some Mari and Chuvash songs. Most
Hungarian tunes have a strict eleven syllables
per line, whereas those in Mari and Chuvash
melodies could range from six to fifteen. The
eleven-syllabled lines of Hungarian tunes also
have no difference in rhythm.

Relationship with gypsy music
The music of gypsies was primarily based on
material found in Hungarian peasant music
and played in a style that had nothing to do
with traditional folksong. The gypsies played
music written by Hungarian composers,
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which was popular art music, not the songs of the peasants. In his

rooms of the Zobor region of Hungary. It could be concluded that

Hungarian Rhapsodies, Liszt incorporated such melodies played by

Western European influences on Hungarian tunes came from

gypsy bands, thinking that they were Hungarian folk tunes. The

contacts between hymns and the folk tradition.

Hungarian dance csárdás was a major influence on the Rhapsodies,
which are marked by a variation in tempo from lassú (slow) to
friska (fast). In his works, Liszt also used the “gypsy scale”, which is
the same as a harmonic minor scale but with a raised fourth. This
scale, used in Hungarian popular music, has an Arabic origin and
may have been brought into Hungary by the gypsies.
Brahms’s Hungarian Dances were also influenced by gypsy
music, with Dance No. 5 out of the twenty-one perhaps being
the most well-known. It was based on the csárdás by Hungarian
composer Béla Kéler, and, like Liszt, Brahms had mistaken it for
traditional folksong. Brahms had first written these dances for
the piano but later expanded them as orchestral pieces. A chance
meeting with the Hungarian violinist Ede Reményi provided the
inspiration for the composition of this set of dances. There was a
dispute surrounding the history of Hungarian dance music with
regard to whether it originated from the Romani people or the
Hungarians. At the time the majority thought it came from the
gypsies.

Influence from church music

The popular art song and the development of
new folk music
As the original form of folk song, which was known almost
exclusively to the older generation, gradually dissipated, a new
form of modern folk music started to emerge. The tunes that
were created greatly resembled one another, owing to their fixed
style, though no two were completely identical. The most popular
structure was the ABBA form, in which the pitch of B is a fifth
higher than A, corresponding to the use of the fifth construction
in old folk songs. The new folk songs contained lines of up to
twenty-five syllables as a result of influence from the long and
complicated style of the popular art songs.
The popular art song became prevalent in Hungary from
the middle of the nineteenth century and was performed by
gypsy bands and ballad singers. The Hungarian peasants heard
these songs in popular theatres and adapted certain elements in
their own songs. In terms of tonality, they transformed the minor
idioms of arts songs, which reflected the hopeless resignation
of the middle classes into Dorian, Aeolian or Mixolydian idioms.

Hungarian folk music also adopted elements of the Gregorian

It must be pointed out, however, that the pentatonic system

chant brought into Hungary through the practice of Christianity.

remained in use in the new songs. The use of exceptional intervals

In their own songs, the peasants modified tunes they heard

such as sevenths or diminished fifths in art music was resisted in

from Gregorian psalms, which indicates that they had frequent

folk music and the choice of intervals is affected by the pentatonic

opportunities to hear them. They sang hymns in their day-to-day

quality in Hungarian songs.

activities, from working in the fields to staying in their homes and
courtyards, whereas church music was confined to worship only
for the educated classes. As church music had printed books with
fixed texts, variants were confined to the tunes. Many hymns have
melodies that are secular in origin.
There were instances where two versions of a text–sacred

It is inevitable that the old song tradition would gradually
diminish as time passed, but the art song quickened this process
by introducing new trends. An example is the preference for the
simplification of the melody, in which ornamentation such as
the use of melisma is substantially reduced. Instead, the newer
folk songs, as well as art songs themselves, became more syllabic,

and secular–existed for the same tune. However, the peasants did

whereas in the middle of the nineteenth century melismatic

not realise this and thought they were separate songs because

writing had been a typical feature. This transformation led to a

of significant differences in tempo and rhythm. For example, a

regression in vocal ability and decrease in melodic interest, which

church hymn from 1647 has the same tune as a folk ballad called

is something of a pity.

“Julis Benke”, with variants of both sacred and secular versions
of the text. By the same token, the same text could be found
with multiple tunes. A popular hymn, “Cur mundus militat”,
with the text “Mit bízik a világ”, has three tunes. A folk ballad of
German origin, “Biró Szép Anna”, can be heard in the first half
of one of these three tunes. A melody set to the same text from
a Transylvanian hymnbook also shares similarities. Finally, the
funeral hymn “Harc ember élete” also uses this text.
Foreign hymns have also been assimilated into the secular
folk song through their melodies, and Hungarian versions have
been found. An example is a tune preserved in a thirteenthcentury Spanish manuscript that had come into Hungary via the
Czechs. This turned into a song that was sung in the spinning
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Summary
Although the folk music of Hungary has evolved substantially from
its original form through various influences, it has maintained the
essential qualities of its musical language, which are the use of
the pentatonic scale and the transposition of the melody by a fifth.
True understanding of folk music, even by Hungarians themselves,
is still lacking because no existing record is able to provide an
accurate representation of the songs of the peasants, since few
literate people had the opportunity to hear them first hand. In the
concluding chapter to his basic introduction to Hungarian folk
music, Kodály was confident that before long the educated classes
of Hungary would be able to restore the folk tradition from its
artistic form of the time. ¢

A S p l e n d i d W i n t ry C a r pe t
Concert Series
Mountains covered softly
With a splendid wintry carpet;
All is brightly dazzling...
from Alexander Pushkin (1799—1837):
Eugene Onegin (1823—1832; chapter 5, verse 1, lines 12—14)

C o n c e rt I
Sonata for Violin and Piano no. 1 in F minor, op. 80 (1938-46)
Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953)
I. Andante assai
II. Allegro brusco
III. Andante
IV. Allegrisimmo – andante assai, come prima
...Dawn Rises in a Cold Mist...
from Alexander Pushkin (1799—1837): Eugene Onegin (1823—1832; chapter 4, verse 41, line 1)

T

he rebirth of a Russian artistic
consciousness perhaps began with
Pushkin, and it was his narrative poem
Eugene Onegin that Tchaikovsky (his ValseScherzo features in Concert II of this series)
re-worked as the subject matter for one of his
sumptuous operas. Though of all nineteenth
century Russian composers, Tchaikovsky’s
musical language is most orientated towards
a pan-European compositional identity. The
inheritor of his mantle was Rachmaninoff
(his Vocalise is in the second concert),
who left Russia during the Revolution for
the international concert platform and
never returned. By contrast, Prokofiev
did make the homebound pilgrimage, a
decision that unleashed in his work a new
fount of truly Russian melodic inspiration
couched in Classical formal architecture.
Both of his violin sonatas, his Five Melodies,
and selections from Romeo and Juliet are
included in this series. The most enigmatic
is Medtner, who lingered in the Soviet Union
until 1921, but whose three massive violin
sonatas are monuments instead to the
German symphonic tradition, though he
found vestiges of a Russian voice in his third
violin sonata despite remaining outside his
homeland to the end of his life. Undoubtedly,
at the heart of this revival are Russian schools
of violin and piano performance and their
equally tempestuous impact.

C

omprising four substantial movements and written in
the period spanning the Second World War, Prokofiev’s
first violin sonata is a starkly written and darkly inspired
essay in the craft of recreating a classical form. Together with
the second violin sonata that was composed concurrently, it is
as if Prokofiev, as a composer of the Soviet Union, is wresting
away the quintessentially Germanic sonata principles of balance,
proportion, contrast, and dynamism, and painting them entirely
new in a more sombre Russian hue. His sonata is a musical
Stalingrad: not only a triumph over the fascist forces of violence
and aggression, but also a seizure of those forces and a complete
re-working of them.
The symbolic nature of his achievement was recognised
immediately and Prokofiev was awarded a Stalin Prize in 1947 for
the composition, one of ten awards made in the arts for that year.
Premiered by David Oistrakh (to whom the work is dedicated) and
Lev Oberin in 1946, so deep does it draw on the cultural wellsprings
of Prokofiev’s oeuvre that Oistrakh also played the first and third
movements at Prokofiev’s funeral in 1953. Here is no longer the
enfant terrible of modernism who left the Soviet Union in 1918 for
newer and greener pastures in America. In contrast with the brittle
sprightliness of his compositions of that epoch, there emerges
instead the mature voice of an adult artist who returned to his
homeland first in 1927 to tour as a pianist, and then later in 1936
at the height of Stalin’s purges, to settle there permanently. This
newer style invokes the sonorous and impassioned tones that first
appeared in the second violin concerto of 1935 and dominated all
of Prokofiev’s later works.
The canvas he works on is vast, and each of the four
movements of the first violin sonata is a fully-fledged intricacy
of musical construction and expression. Melodies are long and
winding, as spacious as the vast birch forests of Russia, stretching
indefatigably into the distance with the same breadth and tenacity

that absorbed, checked, and defeated the German panzers. In the
first movement, this tautness of design is encapsulated by the
opening slow motif in octaves in the lower register of the piano,
and continues with long passages where the violin plays melodious
double stops as a counterpoise, including a central section in B
minor (the most distant key possible from the opening) whose
drone-like features recall Russian folk instruments. For the
reprise at the close of the movement, ghostly violin scales and
prolonged and complex pizzicato patchwork adorn a chorale-like
extemporization of the main theme, as the birds swoop over the
forests and into the horizon.
The second movement alternates between two contrasting
elements, yet both still retain an essentially contrapuntal
relationship between the two performers. One is a motoric driving
motif heard at the opening; the other a more celebratory violin
melody that soars across the different registers of the instrument.
The generals and party dignitaries in the audience would have
tapped their feet in approval at the virility of the first and been
spurred on by the visionary victoriousness of the second. The
third movement is more gentle and begins with arpeggiated piano
triplets, almost like a Bach keyboard prelude, reminding us that
this was a form that Prokofiev’s contemporary Shostakovich
also inhabited; whilst a tremulously hesitant contrasting theme,
nonetheless tinged with tender ardour, provides pause and
punctuation to this mellifluous flow.
As an abrupt contrast, the fourth movement begins in an
appropriately feisty and tempestuous mood, recalling perhaps the
fervour of a rebellious youth, and includes prolonged passages
of pizzicato similar to those of the first movement. These are set
against another theme that is simple and modal in style, and are
reminiscent of Russian folk idioms. The work draws to a close with
the same ghostly scales over a chorale presentation of the opening
idea of the first movement, a cyclical device spanning the entire
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Programme Preview

composition such was beloved of the German Romantics, but here
reused to unite the overall work in a uniquely Russian mood.
Prokofiev’s short-lived sabbatical in the halo of political
favour did not last. In 1948 with the so-called Zhdanov decree,
together with a host of other Soviet artistic luminaries including
Shostakovich, he was accused of “formalism”, which meant an
espousal of “art for art’s sake”. This was an aesthetic considered

diametrically opposed to the requirement that musical creation
serve the Party and the masses. The enthusiasm that had met
his capture of Germanic sonata traditions during the Great
Patriotic War had turned sour, and the consummate skill of this
achievement was turned against him. He lived under this cloud
for the short years that were left to him, a darkened tragedy as
overcast as the melody that opens the first violin sonata itself.

Five Melodies for Violin and Piano, op. 35 (1925)
Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953)
I. Andante
II. Lento, ma non troppo
III. Animato, ma non allegro
IV. Andantino, un poco scherzando
V. Andante non troppo

W

ritten before Prokofiev first returned to the Soviet
Union in 1927, the “formalism” of sonata form that
so attracted him in his later years is altogether
absent here. These five pieces are instead shorter and less complex
musical structures, mostly couched in simple ternary forms with a
reprise of the opening coming after a contrasting middle section.
Although there are Russian elements, the predominant musical
wellspring is undoubtedly French, and their aesthetic takes
principally from the shorter piano pieces of Debussy, for example,
the Préludes, as each is an exploration of no more than a couple of
musical ideas at most. This parallel is more than simply whimsical,
as Debussy too, succumbed to the inevitable magnetism of the
Central European Germanic tradition towards the end of his life
with his own canon of sonatas, yet also reworked in an inimitable
way.
So too the musical language of Prokofiev’s Five Melodies,
which also borrows heavily from the languid sophistication of
French impressionism, though with a strong admixture of central
European chromaticism. Also present are many of Prokofiev’s
hallmark shifts to unrelated tonalities within a seamless melodic
line and then effortlessly back again. Few violinists will miss the
direct rhetorical reference, or homage, in the opening figure of the
first Melody to a similar moment at the start of the first movement
of César Franck’s violin sonata, both sharing the same sense of
unrequited passion. Prokofiev’s sketch-like gem is nonetheless
not the fully developed sonata movement of Franck, and no
sooner has it started than it is over. For the violinist it presents the
greater challenge, however, of sustained melodic writing in two or
more parts, as is found in the first movement of Prokofiev’s first
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violin sonata. In both cases, they are uncompromisingly crafted
with harmonic progression and sonority in mind and not ease of
execution.
Folk-like elements come to the fore in the second Melody,
which begins with a tune of a generic European vernacular
style using only the white notes of the piano, but then moves
elegantly to incorporate a C sharp in its overall contour as the
initial simplicity dissolves. Russian folk characteristics take
over in the middle section with persistent drones and trill-like
patterns imitating rustic shawms. The melody here has the narrow
compass and repetitive iconic motifs so beloved also of Stravinsky
in his renditions of rural Russia. Prokofiev’s third Melody, more
impassioned, begins and concludes with a Romantic statement
of strident intent, but the vibrant opening soon softens into a
much more Debussyan central section incorporating white-note
melodies over rippling and ambiguous harmonies.
The fourth Melody is marked by a bucolic joviality and sense
of sardonic mocking such are frequently found in Prokofiev’s
pre-Soviet compositions, for example, the first violin concerto
of 1915-17. By contrast, a sensuous lilt of impressionist colour
returns in the fifth Melody, but sandwiched between the glorious
sound-world of the opening and the close is a central section of
unspoilt Prokofievian wit, at once playful and comic, and yet also
flavoured with bitter sarcasm. This combination of sophisticated
internationalism in the Five Melodies is the springboard from
which, two years later, Prokofiev made his first pilgrimage back to
his homeland where a new austerity—spiritually, materially, and
also musically—eventually awaited him.

Sonata for Violin and Piano no. 1 in B minor, op. 21 (1904-10)
Nikolai Medtner (1880-1951)
I. Canzona
II. Danza
III. Ditirambo

M

edtner lived and worked in Moscow before emigrating
to Germany in 1921. He had also studied at the Moscow
Conservatoire. Said to be quiet in character and
conservative in tastes, his musical inspiration comes from the
passion, complexity, and density of the late works of Beethoven.
The language and style of his early period to which this sonata
belongs are firmly rooted in the Germanic tradition, and pay only
occasional lip service to Russian nationalism and folk traditions
with sporadic use of drones in the violin double stopping. For
someone who was considered to have a cool temperament and
who lived with his parents during the years he wrote this piece,
the sonata is remarkably fiery and tempestuous in mood, and
proceeds in stages of ever-increasing feverishness to a long and
sustained climax at the close of the last movement. In fact, the
piano writing with its fistfuls of notes and chromatic harmony set
against a violin that principally carries the melody is reminiscent
of the sonatas of Brahms, another composer of an outwardly
reserved disposition. Brahms’s works in this genre were written a
few decades earlier and probably served as models for Medtner.
The first movement is entitled “Canzona” and on the face of
it, fulfils the requirements of the form with its gentle lyricism and
lilting melody, but this is in name only. In fact, it is composed in an
almost text-book sonata form, with the requisite three sections—
exposition, development, and recapitulation—all balanced in
length, key, and mood, and the whole rounded off by a coda.
Melodic material, for example, the opening subject, is far removed
from the essential singability of the canzona style, and this
lengthy theme spans two or more octaves. Similarly, the subdued

About the Author: Dr Colin Huehns studied violin with Emanuel Hurwitz. His first experience in music from outside the Western Classical
tradition came at King’s College, Cambridge, when he wrote a dissertation on the music of Hunza Valley and Gilgit, Pakistan, an interest
which culminated in a PhD thesis awarded by Cambridge University
for ‘Music in Northern Pakistan’ in 1992.
He studied composition at the Royal Academy of Music and has
remained active as a composer. Following a three-year British Academy Research Fellowship at Cambridge, Colin spent three years as a
student at the Xi’an Music Conservatoire, studying the erhu with the
distinguished virtuoso Jin Wei.

passion at the opening of the central development section bursts
into a frenzy immediately prior to the recapitulation of the
opening theme, as is required by sonata form. This all gives full
play to contrasts that indicate a rich and advanced emotional
palette.
The second movement “Danza” begins and ends gracefully
in G major, the nearest related key to the home key of the whole
sonata (B minor), but this framework is the only feature of the
architecture of the movement that can be defined with certainty.
Set between these outer pillars is a lengthy contrasting “trio”
section that romps through a dizzying array of keys, moods,
textures, and metres.
A dithyramb or “ditirambo” is an ancient Greek hymn
sung and danced to the honour of Dionysus, the god of wine and
fertility—hardly the natural territory of the staid Medtner and
his implacable exterior—but the continual passion and virility of
the third movement are truly extraordinary, and foreshadow the
sustained symphonic climaxes of Shostakovich. A performance
direction of “Festivamente” is given at the outset, and the key is
an exultant B major rather than the more elegiac B minor of the
opening movement. The music then proceeds in a series of blocklike sections, each exploring a different figuration and layout and
each more intense than the last, forming a patchwork similar to
those found in Stravinsky’s late ballets which are themselves also
inspired by Greek texts. The pace is furious but as the drunken
procession cavorts into the distance, the close becomes quiet
perhaps with exhaustion. ¢

Since returning to the UK in 1999, he has taught electives in
non-Western, traditional, and folk music at the Academy. He has
also taught electives, which include learning the erhu, and Chinese
and British members of the dulcimer family. As well as continuing
to play the viol, viola, violin, rebec, Renaissance fiddle, and various
dulcimers, his main teaching, research, performance, and composition interests now centre on his Chinese instruments, which include
some twenty different members of the erhu, yangqin, and Mongolian
horsehead fiddle families.
Colin’s erhu performances have included recitals in Munich,
Leeds, Cambridge, and Edinburgh, but he is particularly proud of
having recorded two CDs of erhu music written especially for him.
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Student Submission
Piano Concerto No. 1 in E minor, Op. 11
Frédéric Chopin (1810 – 1849)
Programme Notes by Christine Pang*

F

rédéric Chopin, often regarded as ‘The
Poet of the Piano’, was a composer of
the Romantic era. As is well known, he
wrote many pieces for solo piano including
études, nocturnes and waltzes. Unlike other
famous composers such as Mozart and
Haydn, who composed numerous piano concertos, Chopin wrote only two throughout his
lifetime. In fact, his Piano Concerto No.2 in F
minor was written a year before the Concerto
No.1 in E minor, but was published later.
After a triumphant visit to Vienna in
August 1829, Chopin returned to Warsaw
and wrote his two concertos. He finished his
Concerto in E minor by the end of August
1830, and declared: “My second concerto
(Concerto in E minor) … is far too original…
The Rondo is effective and the first movement
Allegro is impressive.” Chopin was only
twenty years old when he finished writing
this concerto. It is astonishing to think that
a composer at this young age was able to
reveal such emotional depth and range in his
work. On 11 October 1830, Chopin performed
this concerto to the public at the National
Theatre in Warsaw, which marked his final
public appearance in Poland. He then went to
Paris as he wanted to widen his horizons, and
stayed there for the rest of his life.
The orchestral part of this concerto
only has a minor role, or rather, it is an
accompaniment for the solo, partly because
when orchestral forces were unavailable,
pianists would play the concerto with just
chamber accompaniment. However, the
orchestral part is definitely indispensable,
as it introduces new materials and provides
support. While some may think that Chopin
was not skilled in orchestration and that the
orchestral part is dry and uninteresting, the
simplicity of the arrangement contrasts with
the complexity of the harmonies. The first
movement of this concerto, Allegro Maestoso,
starts with a long and majestic orchestral

introduction, followed by a
strong opening by the pianist.
This movement consists of
both eloquent passages and
passageworks that show virtuosity. It also has
many unusual modulations that continually
alternate between E minor and E major until
finally modulating upward to G major, then
back to E minor as the movement ends.
The second movement, RomanzeLarghetto, is lyrical and nostalgic. It brings
the audience to a wistful and sentimental
state of mind. According to one of Chopin’s
letters, he said, “It is not meant to create a
powerful effect; it is rather romantic, calm
and melancholy, giving the impression of
someone looking gently towards a spot that
calls to mind a thousand happy memories.
It is a kind of reverie in the moonlight on a
beautiful spring evening.”
The last movement, Rondo-Vivace, is
ebullient and spirited. Chopin was inspired
by Polish folk dances when he wrote this
movement. The refrain repeats with small
variations, alternating with energetic and
lively episodes. The responses of the
orchestra are rather witty and bouncy, while
the pianist remains dominant. It ends with
an exciting run across the keys in virtuosic
splendour.

*****

Sonata in E-flat major, Op. 31 No. 3
‘The Hunt’
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Programme Notes by Ernest Li*
I.
II.
III.
IV.

L

Allegro
Scherzo Allegretto vivace
Minuetto Moderato e grazioso
Presto con fuoco

udwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) was a
German composer and pianist who was
considered an influential figure in the
transition period between the Classical and
the Romantic. Among his large body of piano
compositions, the thirty-two Piano Sonatas
are the most significant. These sonatas
show his success in combining the Classical
tradition from his predecessors with his
exploration—especially in modulations—and
expansion of the classical form.

Completed in 1802, Sonata in E-flat
major is one of Beethoven’s works from his
middle period. It has the nickname ‘The Hunt’
which was not assigned by the composer
himself. The piece consists of four movements among which there is no slow movement, making the form unusual and the atmosphere joyful. The first movement, Allegro, is
written in sonata form. The piece opens with
a special chord which delays the arrival of
the tonic (E-flat). The key moves from E-flat
major to its dominant, B-flat major, with a
lyrical second theme consisting of Alberti
Bass in the left hand. When the development
approaches, the mood becomes tense and
modulations take place, bringing the piece to
various keys before finally returning to E-flat
major in the recapitulation and coda.
The second movement, Scherzo-Allegretto vivace, is different from other scherzi
as it is written in 2/4 time instead of 3/4 time,
and it is in sonata form, not in ternary form
which makes the movement unconventional.
However, like other scherzi, this scherzo
carries a playful nature with the use of
staccato accompaniment in the left hand. The
unexpected pauses and dynamic contrasts
also bring interest and humor to the piece.
Similar to a typical form of Minuet and
Trio, the third movement, Minuetto Moderato
e grazioso, is written in 3/4 time in ternary
form. The whole movement is in the key of
E-flat major with a tender and soft singing
upper melody supported by the harmony
underneath.
The final movement, Presto con fuoco,
has a very fast tempo and a vigorous character caused by the non-stop drive of rhythm.
Written in sonata form, this movement is
in 6/8 time with a tarantella rhythm which
depicts the hunting scene with horse riding,
echoing the nickname ‘The Hunt’. The piece
is dominated by a continuous, rolling eightnote accompaniment in the bass and a ‘horn’
theme made of broken sextuplets. Towards
the coda section, more dynamic tension is
added with fortissimo contrasting with piano,
bringing the piece to a highly energetic
closing. ¢

* YMS performance participants.
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Performers (pianists unless stated otherwise): 1. Tristan Ma. 2. Leanne Nguyen.
3. Hannah Kwok. 4. Declan Lo. 5. Chloe Ma. 6. Nicholas Au-Yeung.
7. Gwyneth Suen. 8. Yundian Shao. 9. Sophie Lo.
10. Xinyi Shao. 11. Chun Ho Mak. 12. Shan Qi Mak.
13. Annabel Yong, violin. 14. Ernest Li. 15. Ava Yu.
16. Vera Ho, violin. 17. Laura Yong. 18. Gabrielle Lee.
19. Madeleine Fung. 20. Hayley Zheng.
21. Constance Ho, violin. 22. Elroy Li. 23. Ryan Lam.
24. Effie Wong. 25. Christian Pang. 26. Nicole Lam.
27. Nicoletta Bien. 28. Natalie Lui. 29. Anton Au-Yeung. 30. Anton Nguyen.
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